PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Imagine What It Was
Like To “Be There”
Project Imagine is a modular, digital learning program for your U.S. History curriculum.
Fully immersive activities and compelling primary sources let students literally reach out
and Be Part of History.
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Compelling
primary sources.

Immersive
learning technology.

Primary sources are the
building blocks of each
immersive activity.
Students will gain a new
perspective on historic
culture and everyday life
through archival videos,
music, photographs,
and more.

Innovative,
flexible modules.

Experience 360º virtual
reality. Students explore
historic sites, role play,
and analyze interactive
maps. Opinion polls
and decision trees invite
students to make choices
based on evidence.

The topic modules
are easy to access
and assign. Use for wholeclass learning, homework,
or unit inquiry. Add to your
primary source library.
Project Imagine supports
any U.S. History curriculum.

See it all here.

Savvas.com/Project-Imagine
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Teach history that students will see, hear, feel, and experience. Engage the emotions
as well as the intellect. Project Imagine encourages students to ask questions,
explore scenarios, and obtain evidence to support ideas. It’s the ultimate experience.

Explore It! Have students explore primary
sources, problems, and scenarios.

Topic Modules
Immigration, 1870-1914

QUICK LOOK

History That Moves Learning Forward

The 1920s
The Great Depression
& The New Deal
World War II
The Civil Rights Movement
Launch It! Set the scene with an engaging video,
background reading, and guiding questions.

The flexible learning model
sparks inquiry and reflection.
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The Vietnam War

Apply It! Deepen learning through writing,

discussions, and optional projects.
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The Role Play Immersive lets students experience history through different lenses.
Students will take on the role of a person in history—explore homelife, routines, and
decisions—and learn how historical events affect people’s lives.
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Learn Their Story Uncover past lives and

examine their choices—the Role Play Immersive
promotes critical thinking and student empathy.

Choose a Role Students will choose from different
roles to see history from different perspectives.
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Analyze Primary Sources Primary sources connect

students to the past with original images and materials.
Students are asked to evaluate and synthesize information.

ROLE PLAY IMMERSIVE

Experience Multiple Perspectives

See Their World See primary sources within the context of

the role. Students will confront the challenges of the past, and
question their own assumptions, based on evidence.
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Give your students historical context with the Interactive Map Immersive. Use the map
to see how the world changes over time. Students explore the location and time of
events while learning about them through the eyes of people on the ground.
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See Change Over Time Assign each map alone or integrate the full

activity into your curriculum. Students will see the change of the map over
time and click on hotspots to learn more about events in that location.
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Experience Events Firsthand Students will

read letters and telegrams. They’ll watch historic
newsreels to learn about different events.

INTERACTIVE MAP IMMERSIVE

Uncover Layers of History

Visualize the Past Engaging infographics
fill in the facts of historical events. Students
learn to process visual data and information.
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Have students visit historic sites using the 360° Exploration Immersive. Students
survey buildings, environments, and structures in virtual reality. As students navigate
the sites, new primary source hotspots appear.
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Provide Historical Context Set the scene

for each primary source with historical
background about the site students are touring.

360° EXPLORATION IMMERSIVE

Explore a Historic Place

Hear About It Directly Students will

learn about the historic location firsthand
from people who were there.
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Students are active participants in history. Their choices lead them down a path, but often
they don’t examine their decisions. In the Decision Tree Immersive, students analyze
choices people faced at key moments in history—and make their own decisions.
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Make a Choice Students will be faced with a variety of

decisions to achieve their goal. Once they make a decision, they
will learn how that choice impacted real-life historical events.
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DECISION TREE IMMERSIVE

Choose Your Path

See the Impact As students move through each

choice, they will be given primary source activities to
help them see how people’s decisions shaped the past.
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Throughout history, people have made difficult decisions based on the evidence at hand.
In the Opinion Poll Immersive, students will analyze a collection of primary sources and
data to form an opinion on an important historical event.
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Examine the Evidence Each primary source starts with an

introduction to provide background for students. After evaluating
the evidence, they are asked to rate their opinion on a sliding scale.
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Support Your Opinion After students

review the evidence available, they complete
a writing activity to support their opinion.

OPINION POLL IMMERSIVE

Analyze Evidence To Support Your Opinion

See the Consequences Students examine

the historical impact of the decision they have
studied through more primary sources.
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Savvas Realize™ is the interactive, single sign-on platform for Project Imagine.
Access all program resources, make assignments, customize materials, and use
ready-made lesson plans. Realize makes it easy and manageable.

Assign content and set due

dates for your students.

Review, make comments, and
check student progress.

REALIZE DIGITAL PLATFORM

Learning Powered By Savvas Realize

™

Quick, Intuitive Navigation Select topics,
view primary sources, manage classes.

Grade individual students’
assignments and needs.
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Project Imagine United States History has been developed through an ongoing
partnership with teachers. Teachers shared ideas, provided feedback, and helped
create a companion U.S. History program that’s flexible, intuitive, and engaging.
Use Immersives Your Way There are many ways you can assign the

immersive activities to your students. Use your pacing guide to review all of
your options. Be inspired with lesson plans and teaching suggestions.

TEACHER SUPPORT

Built With You and For You

Flexible Integration with Your Curriculum

Your Teacher’s Edition includes all the tools you need to
focus students’ inquiry and enhance their understanding.
You can easily use Project Imagine with your current
curriculum—for each topic we provide an integration guide.

Curated Primary Source Collection Primary sources are the
Teacher’s Edition

Your print Teacher’s Edition contains everything you need to use
Project Imagine in your classroom. Also available digitally through Realize.
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building blocks of Project Imagine. Use the Teacher’s Edition to
see the primary sources in each immersive. The primary sources
are printable and organized for you on Realize.
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Try a demo!

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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